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More than Inspiration. Your Choice!

LIVING ROOM.
The place we love to share.

INTRO
Why? The question we all have in mind when someone decides to do more. It is the same "why?"
which keeps us on the spot and also the one, of Simon Sinek, which determine us to be better
and offer more to the others every day!
We, at REALT, we work with passion, we like to share our knowledge and spread beauty around
us and thus we have decided to choose the second "why?". We are Smarter, Stronger, Easier (to
work with). We are Your Choice and we introduce you "Muze".
"Muze" is our quarterly Magazine meant to offer more than inspiration and sample of beautiful
interior designs. It is prepared with our team of architects and interior designers and together
with our Pinterest account (REALT - "Your Choice" - Integrated Real Estate Services) will be a
permanent source of information regarding new materials, trends, colours and special objects in
interior designs and real estate.
It will show you also how interiors makeover / refurbishments - a new service which we have also
introduced will maintain and improve the value (sale, rent) of your assets.
From our portfolio of more than 1200 properties we have made a selection and we dedicate our
first edition to Living Rooms - the centre piece of each house / apartment and also the place we
love to share. In Western architecture, a living room is a room in a residential house or
apartment for relaxing and socialising. Such a room is sometimes called a front room when it is
near the main entrance at the front of the house. In large formal homes, a sitting room is often a
small private living area adjacent to a bedroom such as the Queen's Sitting Room and the
Lincoln Sitting Room of the White House. The term living rooms was coined in the late 19th, early
20th century (source: Wikipedia).
The next pages proves that colours, innovative furniture, materials and
lighting can be mixed to create elegant (classic or modern) environments,
each having as main goal the comfort of the persons who bring life to
these spaces.
I would like to thank the Owners of all properties in our portfolio for
welcoming us into their properties, offering thus the possibility to take
photographs* and prepare for you a special presentation that highlights
the advantages of each property. It is their merit for they have understood
the importance of quality and design in real estate and they contracted
(most of the times) professionals in the field of architecture, interior
design, construction and also they have allocated budgets during the
decoration of these spaces.
Enjoy!
Kind regards,
Cristina Stoianovici - Managing Partner

*taken by / property of / copyright Gavriliu Imobiliare / REALT

Central Park
Residence
Barbu Vacarescu,
Stefan cel Mare Area
A
combination
of
materials (metal, glass,
wood, textile) was used to
offer joy and beauty to
this space.
Fully renovated in 20182019, this large 3 rooms
(2 bedrooms) apartment
offers comfort to a family
with 2 children.
10.000sqm interior park,
security and accessibility
to Northern and Central
areas of Bucharest make
Central Park Residence
one of the most desired
condominiums
of
Bucharest.

The centre piece of the living
rooms is without any doubt the
Sofa. Choosing between a textile /
fabric or a leather one is a matter
of taste. We present thereinafter
the main advantages of both:
a. Fabric / Textile: Comfort, Care,
Colours and Pattern Options,
Cost
b.
Leather:
Hypoallergenic,
Appearance and Care

PIPERA - IANCU NICOLAE,
KISELEFF,
PRIMAVERII,
AVIATORILOR are only some of
the areas covered by REALT.

A NEW

PERSPECTIVE
OPEN KITCHEN & DINNING
AREA INCLUDED IN LIVING

The
perfection
of
the
extractor hood and changes
in perception of cooking
(from work to creative &
social activity), opened in
1980s
the
road
to
integration of the kitchen /
dinning areas in the living
rooms.
Many families embraced this
trend as it made it easier for
the parents to supervise the
children while cooking.
Specific
objects
were
designed by the architects
in order to meet both goals:
aspect / beauty and utility.

THE LIGHTING, ONE OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT
ASPECTS IN LIVING
ROOMS DESIGN

False ceiling used to
incorporate spots or to
hide slots of light, floor
lamps and / or mirror
to reflect natural light
are all ways to lighten
up and beautify an
interior.
3 general types of
lighting are to be
considered
for
a
sophisticated interior:
a.
General:
Spots,
Lamps, Bulbs
b. Environmental: Floor
lamps,
under
the
kitchen cabinets light
c. Accent.

HIGH CEILINGS - PART I

Most of today's homeowners
list high ceilings on their "musthave" features. The appeal and
charm of high ceilings go back
through the centuries.
Advantages of high ceilings: just
imagine yourself walking into a
room like this. There is the
immediate sense of space, air
and light. High ceilings are
interesting, appealing and have
a definite advantages.
They are elegant, fascinating
and luxurious - and open up the
room. In warmer climates, it is
easier to cool homes with high
ceilings - making the residence
more energy - efficient. No one
ever feels cramped of cooped
up in a room with high ceilings.

HIGH CEILINGS- PART II

They add to the resale value of a home. They provide versatility for
a variety of decor ideas. For examples, you can add beams for a
rustic look, go contemporary, modern or traditional with pendant
lights, or install antique chandeliers for a vintage feel.
No architectural element adds drama quite like a double height
ceiling. For interior decoration of such room you will need a high back sofa to be a weighty presence that can hold up the room.
Fun fact: houses or building structures built in older times were not
equipped with air conditioning neither standard electrical
appliances like ceiling fan or a light. So to solve the problem of
ventilation and indoor lighting, basics were studied first and hence
the solution of raising the ceiling height came into play.

FLOREASCA,
HERASTRAU,
AVIATIEI,
DACIA,
EMINESCU,
DOROBANTI,
BANEASA are
other areas
covered
by
REALT.
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